PRP

Treatments and Uses
FACE REJUVENATION

Look younger and refreshed! We can treat
particular problem areas or full face to
make look better. With PRP we can treat:
• Fine wrinkles around the eyes or
mouth
•

Wrinkles in forehead and neck

•

Bags and dark circles around eyes

•

Loose and saggy skin

ORTHOPEDIC PURPOSES
We can treat some conditions that have
typically been treated with medication,
physical therapy or surgery, and at the same
time save cost and recovery time.
•

Pain in Major Joints, Muscle or
Tendons

•

Pain control for Arthritis

CHRONIC WOUND CARE
PRP use in wound care, along debridement
and other treatments, are proven to improve
tremendously the healing and accelerate the
healing process.

HAIR REJUVENATION
Hair loss is a significant influence on
psychological distress and is associated
with low self-esteem and depression. PRP
is an affordable option that can help men
and women to:
•

PREVENT further loss & thinning

•

REGROW thinning hair thicker,
fuller and healthier

•

BOOST the health & conditions of
the scalp

A Patient’s Guide to

Platelet Rich
Plasma (PRP)

Therapy for Natural Healing
Call us today for a FREE consultation:

(239) 596-8804 or 8806
INTERNAL MEDICINE PARTNERS
Alejandro Blanco, MD / Ralph Rodriguez, MD
Board Certified in Internal Medicine
1726 Medical Blvd Suite 201 Naples, FL 34110
www.impnaples.com
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PRP for Natural Healing
The Future of Medicine
PRP is revolutionizing medicine, because is an alternative treatment that promote natural healing
for several purposes. PRP comes from your own blood components; especially from small cell
fragments call PLATELETS. We concentrate these platelets to promote healing for pain and
aesthetic purposes. When PRP is used for pain eliminates the need form traditional or expensive
treatments such as medications, cortisone injections or surgery. You can expect a dramatic return
of function with short recovery. PRP also can be used for aesthetics purposes like face
rejuvenation, and hair growth.

What is Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP)?
PRP is concentration of platelets and growth
factors created from a small amount of your
own blood.
PRP is an injection treatment whereby a
person own blood is used. A fraction of blood
is drawn from the individual patient into a
syringe. The blood is spun in a special
centrifuge to separate the components (Red
Blood Cells, Platelet Rich Plasma, Platelet
Poor Plasma and Buffy Coat).
Platelets are very small cells in your blood
that are involved with clotting and healing
process. When PRP is injected into the
damaged area it causes a mild inflammation
that triggers the healing cascade. As the
platelets organize in the treatment area they
release a number of enzymes to promote
healing and tissue responses including
attracting stem cells and growth factors to the
damaged area.

As a result NEW COLLAGEN begins to
develop. As the collagen matures it begins
to shrink causing tightening and
strengthening of the damaged area. When
treating injured or damaged tissue, they
can induce a remodeling of the tissue to a
healthier and younger state.

Regenerative Medicine. Through these
unique relationships we have access to state
of the art technology that set us apart from
other providers in town.

The full procedure takes approximately 3040 minutes. Only one treatment will do
and improvement, but more can be
needed. Touch up treatments maybe done
once a year after the initial treatments to
boost and maintain results.
OUR ADVANTAGE and difference is our
technology that set us apart, because we
don’t use the classic centrifuge. We strive
to bring the latest innovations to medicine
to our patients. We do this by staying
abreast of the latest advancements in
medical research and utilizing the highest
level of technology. PRP and other
treatments derived from patient are
revolutionizing medicine in many fields
internationally. We recognize this and
have partnered with leaders in the field of

REAL PATIENT, REAL RESULTS!

